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About This Game

There is nothing Joe wouldn't do for his wife. But as they try to save their marriage with a romantic getaway, things go from bad
to worse, and from worse... to insanity.

In this tale of love, madness and murder - Joe will prove what kind of man he is. But what kind of man is he exactly? A loving
husband? A cold realist? A bitter skeptic? That is something YOU will decide, as you join him on his journey for redemption...

From the creator of The Cat Lady, a dark & atmospheric horror adventure with full English voice acting (starring Jesse Gunn,
Isa And & David Firth) with an original soundtrack by micAmic and many featured artists.

+ Simple controls, autosave & quicksave, achievements, trading cards & secrets
+ The original Downfall 2009 point & click adventure included (English only)*

+ The developers stress this game is not recommended for players under 18.

You may also be interested in other games from this series:

https://store.steampowered.com/app/253110/The_Cat_Lady/

https://store.steampowered.com/app/593960/Lorelai/

* Now freeware, sorry we do not offer technical support for the 2009 version
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Title: Downfall
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Harvester Games
Publisher:
Screen 7
Release Date: 15 Feb, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7 (32-bit or 64-bit OS)

Processor: Quad-core Intel or AMD CPU

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA or AMD ATI video card with 1GB of RAM (Nvidia GeForce GTX 260 or higher/ATI Radeon 4890 or
higher)

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card

Additional Notes: Keyboard

English,Italian,Russian,French,German
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ka-BOOM!
This is a pretty nice puzzle game. I really enjoyed the breaking noises that the blocks make when destroyed. I think my one
nitpick would be that there should be a more simple method of selecting levels that you want to redo, instead of scrolling
through each one (if there is such a level selection menu, I haven't found it). Simple puzzles, but it's satisfying to solve each
one.. Just a cheap knock off of World of Warcraft. You might as well just get that.. TRAUMA is an experimental non-game.
You're navigating the subconscious of a woman who has been severely injured in an automobile accident. The dreamscape is
presented as a storyboard of compelling photography. Imagine MYST with a camera.

The game teaches you navigational mouse gestures as you advance through the four non-linear chapters of the story. There are
goals and nine Polaroid photographs to collect in each chapter, but no compelling reason to collect them. The goals are a
framework that encourages you to explore the landscape of each chapter.

TRAUMA is not fun, but it is interesting. If you like experimental gameplay, you may enjoy this. There is a prologue video (the
accident); I wish it had an epilogue, as well. A final shot of the patient waking up, or dying, or *something* would be a welcome
final chapter. But as I write this, I realize that perhaps that is the point. TRAUMA tells the story of Life, Interrupted.. A train 9
is a fantastic game, don't let the price put you off as this game is so absorbing you will certainly get your money's worth. First
off this game is pretty hard-core, and reading the manual is essential. It's also worth remembering that it's a Japanese game
originally and therefore not aimed at the Western market so there are a few quirks which may take a while to master.

Once said quirks are mastered you may actually die of starvation as the "just one more thing" mentality really bites you once
you get the hang of this game. The graphics are beautiful especially when use the "train window" function or using a leisure
vehicle to drive around the city.

The game is incredibly deep with a multitude of side activities and all the micromanaging options that you could desire. The
game is very difficult. I originally had the German version of this game and it contained a lot of translation errors and was quite
buggy. I would certainly recommend getting Steam version as it is a lot more tidy. Expect to spend the first 20 hours of your
playtime failing miserably. However I can recommend some Youtube videos by the likes of Colonel Failure.

Don't go into this game expecting it to be like SimCity or Railway Empire. Expect a strange mash up of the two. Absolutely
brilliant.
. Dark Souls needs to learn from this game. All I need to say! :). It's good, but i cannot recommend it.
reasons:
-Developers work at the rate of Nexon. Their main motive is money, with as little work as possible.
-Map size is fixed
-No custom maps
-No map size variety
-No players online
-Morale System is broken and you can become up to 2.5 times stronger than your opponent (wtf?)
225% defence, 25% more attack damage, 50percent more movement speed at 5 stars. So just let your opponent attack and gain
your defence stack to win.
-It is one of the easiest campaigns for an RTS game because of broken morale
-The morality system is broken, as defending is the ONLY way to win. Essentially whoever gets the most bases at the start
will be the winner if they know how morale works. It is easy to win a game with 100 units, against 300 if you defend and the
opponent disregards morale. You'll learn this in their campaign on hard difficulty how OP morale is.
The game is fixed around this broken Morale system. A lot of things will have to change, and at the rate these developers work,
it's never going to get accomplished. That is why they are making a second game which is going to be a cash grab and have the
same broken morale.
I've got over 50 hours on the phone version and all pro's play the exact same which is not what RTS games are about.
The use of forges become obsolete against Morale and unit production, since those without morale want forges, but also units.
There is no compromise.
I can write a blog on this, but that would be more work than it took to make this game.
Conclude:
I would recommend this game, as I still enjoy it on the phone exploiting morality, but after paying for this I know I won't
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spend another cent towards these cash grabbers. Bad developers in charge of a good idea for a game.
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This game is nowhere near ready for release, especially for VR. The performance is poor on a GTX1070, the camera angles are
not designed for VR (the entire world is tilted like in a regular desktop RTS, but in VR I can just tilt my head, I don't need the
camera to be tilted already). The camera movement is very nauseating and not based on the direction you are looking. The
graphics are nice and gameplay is pretty standard RTS (like original C&C level) and it's fun to see your army in VR. Maybe one
day if the game is significantly improved it will be playable but at this point it's just far too early to call it a release or even early
access.. How well do you really know your sister?

Scar of the Doll is a Visual Novel from the 1990s, It doesnt look like anything special, and Its art style may turn some Modern
Visual Novel fans away, but if you give it about 30 minutes you will realize there is something unique about this game it Just
feels right.
The writing works very well. It seems very predictable at first, but it really starts to get interesting as you get into it. Despite
feeling peacefull to the most part it shakes things up at times just enough to catch you off guard.

It keeps you guessing all the way through. Ive played the game all the way through to the end, and do not worry it does not get
bad torwards the end I personally think it gets better the farther into the mystery you go.

This game was originally from Japan( Where it apparantly stayed to the most part) and had a English Language version on the
Appstore( Which in looks was nothing close to how this port is) that got removed, I am glad to see it pop up elsewhere. Worth
the price, Memorable little game. Hope it gets a new audience!. Firstly, I highly recommend trying the demo they offer, because
I did not, and I regret that decision.

For the most part, the game works fine, although I didn't play it much longer than an hour or two, so take that statement with
some salt. Otherwise, I felt that the gameplay got very boring very quickly, with a boring upgrade system, uninteresting
weapons, and very repetitive gameplay (is it dead yet? Circle strafe until it is!).

The controls felt clunky, and as a result, the combat felt pretty bad as well. Dodging bullets felt harder than it should, and the
camera makes it easy for you to get sniped from behind without knowing what was coming.

Sound wise, this game felt like it had none. The soundtrack is so forgettable that I didn't notice when it wasn't playing. And get
used to the horrid machine gun sample that they use for your main gun, cause that is pretty much the only noise this game has.

I think this game has a story, but the dialogue that is supposed to fill it out only appears in small text at the bottom left of the
screen, and goes by extraordinarily quickly, so when I was in the middle of trying to fight things, I couldn't read it at all, and as a
result, I would often miss hints at objectives, making the game even more frustrating to play.

TL:DR
This game is only for the most hardcore fans of the old strike series, or those of the shmup genre. Otherwise, I recommend a
pass on this.. i find this game really interesting and fun and if you like little indie multiplayers this game is totally worth your
money. A great old classic RTS game.... Don't let the trailers fool you. This game may seem like a fun game to play, but you will
get frustrated over and over again. There are some good qualities to the game but also bad ones, unfortunately.

Pros:
The graphics certainly catches my attention. It kind of looks like the stop-motion animation or a CGI that looks like from
Jimmy Neutron (bad example, sorry).

Another positive is that they have full controller support. That is always a plus.

Also, check points are nicely spread out. If you progress enough to another screen, the game may save from there thus avoiding
many frustrations. This also may be a bad thing for those who want a challenge but then again, there are many challenges a
plenty for this game.

Cons:
Voice acting needs a lot of work. The voice actor for the principle doesn't seem to be putting any effort in the situation. He
seems to be reading from a script. The voice acting for Ian was alright but sometimes certain situations doesn't match his
enthusiasm.
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Another problem is controls. I can't speak for keyboard\/mouse since I didn't use it for this game. "Freeze" barking and
"attracting" barking should've been on separate buttons. Double tapping for the freeze bark is brutal. It is difficult to utilize each
bark properly because you are constantly running around avoiding zombies while trying to go for the freeze bark. Sometimes I
end up attracting the zombies instead. The developers should've separated these two barks in two different buttons.

Map design is a big problem with this game. Most sections in the game don't scroll like a bigger map. They just stay fixed, so
you are just moving from screen to screen. This becomes a big problem because when you are moving to the next screen,
sometimes you automatically bump right into the zombie. There is no way of knowing that the zombie was right in front of you.
Also, the map angle changes at times. When you are running from zombies, I sometimes end up walking back to the previous
map. I even sometimes run right into a wall or zombie that I was trying to avoid.

Overall:
This game was meant to be frustrating and you are meant to die a lot; however, I felt most of the frustration is "out-of-game"
rather than "in-game". I felt I was more frustrated with the controls and bad camera angles which allowed me to die so often
compared to the zombie layout. I would've enjoyed the challenge of strategically maneuvering around zombies with feint barks
but again controller issues and map design ruins it for me.

If I were to recommend this game, it would be for those who love a challenge. For casual gamers, they should avoid this game.

I still give this game a thumbs up despite the many frustrations. Developers do put a lot of effort in making this game. The
concept was good. Story was okay. CGI is nicely done. Decent length of game time. I just wish that the controller and map
design were done better.. This game is beautiful, charming and relaxing. The story is very interesting.
You are a cat-like creature, you can jump from high places and hate water. You wake up on your 15th birthday, everybody is
gone and you need to find out what happened. The game rewards you if you are observant and explore every corner of the map.
At the moment only the first map is available and few primary quests can be completed, but a big content update is planned in
few weeks.
For an early alpha it is very polished, controls are very good. The developer is one of the nicest people here on steam.
I definitely recommend this game 10\/10.
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